The Discussers congratulate the Authors for their interesting work in the field of fluid-solid structural problems applied to the optimization of floating breakwaters. The Authors presents the optimal design for a floating breakwater submitted to waves of 2 m height and period varying from 3 to 10 s. The height of the structure above the still water level is 2 m and the breakwater is placed at 180 m offshore. The Authors study the effect of interaction of linear waves with a moored floating structure, the dynamic behavior of the oscillating structure, and the structural mechanics subject to hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces in two dimensions. The optimized parameters are the geometric dimensions of the structure. They examine the heave, sway, and roll movements of the structure, showing that the sway dominates the others with a clear phase shift between the three motions.
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The Discussers studied the movements and displacements of a three-dimensional (3D) floating structure on a lake under the effects of wave and wind and examined the behavior of the anchoring system on a physical model at scale 1:50 (Boillat et al. 2001) . The results obtained could be an interesting test case for the Author's theoretical approach. The structure called Monolithe, built for the Swiss national exhibition Expo.02, is a 34 m side cube placed on a floating deck at 200 m offshore (Menétrey and Tropper 2002; Mené-trey 2004) (Fig. 1) . The incoming waves are calculated based on a statistical analysis of the available wind data. The extreme design case considered is a 50 years time return period with wind generating waves of 1 m height and 3.4 s period. 3 The displacements of the structure are characterized by three rotations (pitch, roll, and yaw) and three translations (sway, swerve, and heave) (Fig. 2) . The measurement instruments used in the wave basin are ultrasonic probes for surge and sway motions, infrared probes for structure motions and tension sensors for the forces in the mooring cables 4 (Fig. 2) .
Considering the local meteorological conditions, different load cases were studied for the use of the Monolithe cube during Expo.02 (Table 1 ). The impact of the wind on the emerged part of the structure was assessed by applying a uniform force on one face of the cube and suddenly releasing it.
The sway displacement dominates largely over all the others (Table 2) as can be also seen in Figure 8 of the Authors'. The phase shift between the different motions is clearly visible in Fig. 3 . Compared to the Author's assessment, the heave amplitude is higher due to the 3D effects. The rotation motions are quite small compared to the translation motions.
As such, the Discussers would like to point out that the displacements of floating structures have to be assessed also in view of the comfort of the future users. If the floating structure is used as an access way or a recreational place, the acceleration has to be considered. For the Monolithe cube, the acceptable thresholds were fixed at 0.8 m/s 2 for the heave and 1.2 m/s 2 for the sway and the surge. Moreover, the wind affects not only the size of incident waves but also directly affects the displacements of the structure by the force exerted on the exposed side (see scenario 3 compared to scenario 5 in Table 2 ). Finally, the influence of the 3D effects cannot be neglected and should be included in the design optimization when the ratio between the length and width of the floating breakwater is reduced. Cohen et al.
